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Abstract

In an attempt further the understanding of the wealth of data that describes the aging process
we have developed a relational database to organize and document the genomic and proteomic facts
and experimental results reported in the aging research literature. Our schema design is intended
to coordinate with, and complement, the state of the art text information and data extraction
techniques developed to support studies on aging. The root cause of aging is the declining energy
metabolism resulting from the oxidative stress and free radical damage to macromolecules in and
adjacent to the mitochondria. Mitochondria contain over five hundred specific proteins, the vast
majority being coded by nuclear genes. Our database contains genomic and proteomic information
expressly concerned with energy metabolism, and mitochondrial components in particular, that
are affected in aging. It is intended to be linked to, and complement a literature summary style
database, in order to support directed extraction of data, results and text from full article published
papers on age related energy metabolism and mitochondrial components.

Keywords: Relational database, aging, mitochondria, genomics, proteomics, energy metabolism.

1 Introduction

Aging is a complex phenomenon and it has been studied from the perspective of many different sciences.
The process of aging, senescence, is a chronological progression of irreversible degenerative disorders
that lead to a loss of skeletal, neuromuscular, cognitive, behavioral and metabolic functionality. These
disorders progress until there is a breakdown in the constraints and inductive activities that are critical
to the integration, adaptability and maintenance of a self-sustaining biological state. Senescence leads
to death when the network of interacting, interrelated organs, tissues and cellular processes suffer a
loss of connectivity, beyond critical minimum.

Old age is neither an event, nor an active process. It is, instead, a passive deterioration of vital
functionality. Senescence is the post peak-performance maintenance period, a losing battle, during
which the condition of the body slowly and surely deteriorates, in tune with the third law of ther-
modynamics [6]. The results, data and observations on senescence are spread over a multitude of
biological, physical, thermodynamic, molecular, genomic and proteomic research papers. As the 20th
century brought tools and methodology to developmental, cellular and molecular biology that have
made sensational progress, we are beginning to gain an understanding of life and life’s processes.
Meanwhile, the causes of the bodily decline, after adulthood, are subject to speculative debate. The
causes of senescent decline are not defined, and appropriate or relevant models have not been suffi-
ciently developed. The reason for this absence of understanding is that the wealth and extent of the
data is too diverse to accumulate, investigate and assimilate without specific bioinformatic tools to
assist in the conversion of data and research results from specific domains, into knowledge.
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The Telemakus project at the University of Washington has applied text and data extraction
methodologies to two specific domains of the aging field, Alzheimer’s disease, and Calorie Restriction
[5, 13]. Calorie restriction is the gold standard that extends the life span of all tested animal species
[10]. The Telemakus database is compiled using techniques applied to full published articles and
thereby contributes by being a significant advance in our ability to extract, visualize and display
relationships, research results and gain an understanding of these specific fields of aging. A logical
extension to this improved knowledge representation is the development of parallel and complementary
databases concerned with experimental results designed to uncover the cause and effect relationships
in aging. We have begun by designing a relational database that can accommodate genomic and
proteomic data that, especially, can be automatically linked to text, data and results extracted from
specific aging domains, such as energy metabolism and mitochondrial components. Our motivation
exists in the fact that if age-related disease such as cancer and heart disease were cured today the
average woman who now lives to 81 years old would survive to about 90, but if the aging process were
slowed significantly she could extend a healthy existence towards the maximum human life expectancy
of 120 years [9].

There are many biomolecular studies of various aspects of the aging phenomenon, pursued at
various academic and industrial laboratories. These studies are often done with goals limited to
particular aging-related phenomena, such as the causes of the Alzheimer’s disease. In addition, various
molecular and genetics tests are being performed on model organisms, varying from yeast to worms to
rats (and sometimes even human) in order to determine the effects of modifications to certain genes,
hormonal levels and nutritional changes to their life span. In the United States, a major part of studies
on aging are performed at, or sponsored by the National Institute of Aging (http://www.nia.nih.gov).

In addition to the application of mathematical models to various aspects of aging and the quan-
titation of the related processes, most bioinformatics efforts in this area have been devoted to the
development and curation of specialized databases. These databases, listed in Table 1, are in addition
to more general resources that are not directly devoted to aging-related data, but contain the informa-
tion about genes, proteins and other entities with a role in aging (such as GenBank [2], UniProt [1],
Protein Data Bank - PDB [3], Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes - KEGG [8] and Protein
Families, Domains and Functional Sites Database - InterPro [12], for instance).

In this paper we present a new general data model, currently under development, specific to mi-
tochondrial respiration system related to the aging process. The data model has been implemented
in a relational database called SENECA (System of Entities aNd Experiments Concerning Aging,
http://bioinformatics.uta.edu/Seneca), which covers facts and evidence about aging process in mito-
chondria. In the rest of this manuscript we first outline the schema and data organization, and then
we describe the overall architecture and query interface of the system.

Table 1: Selected aging–related database resources available on the World Wide Web.

Resource Description URL
SAGE KE Online resource for researchers in aging http://sageke.sciencemag.org/
Telemakus Knowledge discovery in research literature http://www.telemakus.net/CR-aging/
MitoDat Mitochondrial proteins database http://www-lecb.ncifcrf.gov/mitoDat/
MitoMap Human mitochondrial genome http://www.mitomap.org/
HMPD Human Mitochondrial Protein Database http://bioinfo.nist.gov:8080/examples/

/servlets/index.html
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2 Database Content

2.1 Conceptual schema and data

Aging research is an important area of biology which involves multiple molecular and experimental
entities such as genes, proteins, drugs, organisms, diseases and experiments, to name a few [7, 5].
SENECA contains the information about both the facts on the biomolecular entities relevant for the
aging process, along with their relationships, and the information about the individual experiment
settings and results. The latter is considered, and linked as, evidence for the facts.

Molecular InteractionsType Information

SupportEVIDENCE

DATABASEREF

Access URL Access Content

Refer Refer

M

N

M

N

M N

EvidenceID

BIOENTITY

BioentityID

Reference InformationType Information

DatabaseRefID

 

Figure 1: Top level conceptual model of the SENECA database.

The top view of the conceptual ER model for SENECA database is shown in Figure 1. Our
model classifies the data in the database into three fundamental classes of objects, BIOENTITY,
EVIDENCE and DATABASEREF (database reference). EVIDENCE supports any BIOENTITY, and it is
organized in a way similar to that in [14]. In addition, any BIOENTITY and EVIDENCE can be referred to by
DATABASEREF. BIOENTITY can be further categorized by ORGANISM, ORGANELLE, COMPARTMENT,
PROTEIN, ENZYME, GENE and MOLECULE (BIOENTITY’s Type Information in Figure 1), which are
physical entities with attributes pertaining to their internal properties (like gene location on the chromosome,
for instance). In entity EVIDENCE, linked to appriopriate BIOENTITY-ies there are two basic attribute
classes: Type Information and Reference Information. Within the reference group Source describes the data
origin, either from the Internet or based on our summary from a scientific paper (or papers). Other attributes
include HowLoad, which describes whether the entry has been automatically populated or manually inserted.
WhenLoad and WhoLoad tell when and who entered the data.

Another important object in SENECA is the Interaction which relates groups of biological entities, where
appropriate. These groups usually represent protein–protein interactions, but a complex formed by more diverse
molecular processes like DNA–protein binding can also be recorded.

The ER model of SENECA database facts is shown in Figure 2. Biologists often do comparative studies on
genes and proteins using a variety of organisms (model animals). The variation history of specific entities such
as mutations within genes or protein isoforms can provide important biochemical clues. We model different
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Figure 2: The ER diagram of the facts division of the SENECA database.
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relations between proteins as a self reference relationship Variant, which is a M : N relationship. The same
holds for protein relations with genes, where the connection can be CodeFor or Regulates. The cardinality
here is also M : N , since one gene does not necessary code for one protein, due to spicing variants, and a complex
protein is sometimes coded by more than one gene. Similarly, one protein may control expression of multiple
genes, and a gene is usually regulated by fairly complex machinery involving proteins and other entities. In
order to model the cell structure, the entity ORGANELLE stores sub-entities like the nucleus, mitochondria,
ribosomes and other, although we are primarily interested in the first two. Within each organelle the (sub)entity
COMPARTMENT represents its structure at a finer granularity, keeping track of, for instance, mitochondrial
outer and inner membranes, mitochondrial matrix or transportation channels. For the biochemical reactions in-
fluencing the aging process we record the important parameters, grouping molecules in one reaction by reactant,
product and catalyst. A PATHWAY can be formed by a linked set of reactions.
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Figure 3: The ER diagram of the evidence division of the SENECA database.

Figure 3 summarizes the evidence part of SENECA. Our current interest is mainly on the antioxidant
domain. For this, the important evidence includes transgenic models (for instance, certain genetically altered
and/or dietary controlled mouse models can show a significant increase or decrease in their lifespan, providing
new information about the general mechanisms underlying mammalian aging), protein importation and gene
expression studies.

2.2 Implementation issues

In our implementation of the above model, every superclass has all the common attributes of its subclass,
and each subclass possesses its unique attributes. Genes, proteins and molecules all share name, symbol and
synonym, but genes have genomic position property, proteins have localization property and molecules have
formula property, for instance. This IS–A relationship modeling is useful for the classification of data and the
building of hierarchical structure of concepts [4]. In the genetics and biochemical domains, some data can be
both instances and classes. This design is beneficial for conceptual modeling but it presents a difficulty in loading
the data to the database. Because many attributes of subcategories will change in the future or are unknown at
present, but will be added later on, we put the attribute names as values in the BIOENTATTRIBUTES table,
as shown in Table 2. This mapping strategy avoids defining the attribute names in the schema, and thus allows
the flexibility to add any new attributes in the future, whenever they are needed.

The ER diagrams of the BIOENTITY (facts) and evidence parts of the database are shown in Figures 2 and
3. It can be easily seen that almost all relationships are M : N . This means that when we map the ER schema
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Table 2: BioEntAttributes Table - Implementation of Bioentity and SubBioentity relationship.

BioEntId AttrName AttrValue
Gene1 GenomicPosition 8p11.23
Gene1 Symbol BAG4
Gene1 Name BCL2-associated athanogene 4
.. . .
.. . .
Protein3 Symbol BAG4
Protein3 Localization Mitochondria inner membrane

to a relational schema we need additional tables to store the primary keys of all entities which participate in a
M : N relationship. For example, for relationship between BIOENTITY and DATABASEREF, we create an
extra table called CONNECTION that include the BIOENTITY primary key BioentityId and DATABASEREF
primary key DatabaseRefId , shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Connection Table - Relational mapping of M : N relationship.

BioentityID DatabaseRefID
Gene1 Genbank1
Gene1 Genbank2
Gene1 Genbank3
.. .
.. .
Gene2 UCSCBrowser4
Gene2 UCSCBrowser5

The Order properties occur frequently in biological data modeling. Genes are located on a chromosome
in a specific order. This order may even determine the developmental stage at which they are expressed, or
a particular functional pathway, such as with the coordinated and strictly sequential expression of Hox genes
[11]. On the other hand, a pathway is a linked set of biochemical reactions. The product of one reaction is a
reactant of, or an enzyme that catalyzes, a subsequent reaction. If we consider it in simple linearly form, one
specific pathway is a sequence of reactions in order.

For selected fields of the facts division, we preferred to access the data over the network (when it was available
in another public repository, such as GenBank [2]). For this communication we use the HTTP protocol and
XML data format. SENECA can access GenBank through E-Utilities tools provided by NCBI. The steps of the
connection are as follows:

• Extract reference IDs via ESearch by keywords. For example, the accession numbers of genes of interest.

• Retrieve data set in XML format via EFetch by reference IDs.

• Selectively populate data into SENECA for immediate retrieval and caching of frequently accessed items.

3 System and Interface

At present, the SENECA database has been implemented using MySQL server, running on the bioinformatics
laboratory server at UTA, featuring dual 3.05 Intel Xeon processors and 4 Gb of memory. The interfaces are
provided through Apache 2.0.49 web server, running on Red Hat Linux 3.3.3-7, executing through Perl CGI
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and Java scripts. So far, this platform has been adequate, but in the future we may port this system to Server
Side Java communicating with commercial–strength database, possibly Oracle.

The primary communication mechanism with SENECA is though this web interface. The main manu of
available querying options is shown in Figure 4, from which the user is guided through a series of forms. An
example query form, accessing the fact part of SENECA, is shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the browse form,
which users can click the tree view of SENECA to retrieve the information about specific bioentities. Table 4
is an example of biological questions and their corresponding SQL queries.

 

Figure 4: The top–level interface for querying SENECA.

 

Figure 5: A web interface for querying the facts section of SENECA.

4 Discussion

The Telemakus knowledgebase system [5, 13] approaches the analysis, relationships and display of aging research
data in an innovative manner that enhances and speeds the researchers ability to summarize, understand and
visualize the literature in a given domain. It provides a means to see published results and data via a document
surrogate in a structured format without having to access the actual published article. Telemakus, additionally,
provides a visual graphical mapping interface that links relationships between queried research findings and
allows extensive exploration of adjacent domains. It is our intension to gain a comprehensive view of the
aging research data by utilizing the designed genomic and proteomic database schema to complement the data
extraction methods such as those successfully implemented by Telemakus. The extensive aging research data
contains a wide variety of entities, both molecular and experimental, including genes, proteins, organisms,
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Figure 6: A web interface for browsing the facts section of SENECA.

Table 4: Two examples of SENECA queries. Questions are listed above the corresponding SQL statements.

Retrieve the isozymes of the IGF.
SELECT distinct name
FROM protein
WHERE protein id IN (SELECT protein b

FROM protein, proteinisoform
WHERE protein a = protein id AND

symbol = ’IGF’)
Retrieve signal sequence of proteins that target mitochondrial inner membrane.
SELECT signalseq
FROM proteinimport pi,

compartment cp,
organellecomp oc,
organelle og,

WHERE pi.comp = cp.comp id AND
cp.name = ’inner membrane’ AND
cp.comp id = oc.comp id AND
oc.orga id = og.orga id AND
og.name = ’mitochondria’
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diseases, and other macromolecular substances such as drugs. A wide variety of information regarding these
entities is widely distributed throughout publicly accessible resources. Our schema has been designed to allow
us to link these databases using automated methodologies. It is our desire to extend the information available
in the public literature, such as PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/pubmed tutorial/m1001.html) and
Ovid (http://www.ovid.com/site/index.jsp), extracting and indexing pertinent information and linking it in a
comprehensive manner so that we are able to formulate an extended knowledge base of the results in the studies
of aging.

In many respects, the SENECA database is still in its prototype development phase. Both the schema
and the contents are dynamically changing as we are experimenting with automatic connections, programmatic
analysis of research papers and new ways of organizing and presenting data, from the results on pathology to
transcription, translation and protein localization. The currently implemented system documents nearly 500
mitochondrial proteins and genes, mainly from humans, plus considerable pathway and electron transport data.
It is growing on a daily basis.
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